Terms & Conditions

The Icing on the Cake!
The pladis Biscuits and Snacks Recycling
Programme

1. The Icing on the Cake is open to locations in the UK and the Isle of Wight (not
available for the Isle of Man and Channel Islands) who are signed up to the
pladis Biscuits and Snacks Recycling Programme, excluding TerraCycle and
pladis employees, their families, their agents or anyone else connected to the
contest.
2. The contest will be open from the 29th of October 2018 to the 1st of February
2019.
3. Only biscuit, cracker and cake wrappers received in our warehouse between
the 29th of October 2018 at 9:00am and the 1st of February 2019 at 6:00pm will
be accepted and counted. The types of accepted packaging are outlined in the
pladis Biscuits and Snacks Recycling Programme FAQ section.
4. To enter the contest, participants must collect used biscuit, cracker and cake
wrappers and send them to TerraCycle using the freepost address label they can
find by logging onto their TerraCycle account at www.terracycle.co.uk
5. Winners will be determined by absolute collection numbers within the contest
timeline, as outlined in point 3 above.

6. Ten winners will receive charity points and in total 85,000 TerraCycle points
will be given away as part of the competition (worth £850). The Grand Prize
Winner will receive a charity contribution of 25,000 TerraCycle points (worth
£250) added to their TerraCycle account. The second-place winner will receive a
charity contribution of 15,000 TerraCycle points (worth £150) added to their
account, and the third-place winner will receive a charity contribution of 10,000
TerraCycle points (worth £100) added to their account. The fourth to tenth place
runners up will receive a charity contribution of 5,000 TerraCycle points (worth
£50) added to their account.
All participants in the contest will also get an entrance into the sweepstake to be
in a chance to win 10 pladis cake bundles with a value of £20 each. The items
included in the cake bundles cannot be chosen by the winners.
7. Packages only qualify if they are received between the 29th of October 2018
and the 1st of February 2019 – the dates of the competition. We therefore advise
participants to send their last parcels no later than the 18th of January 2019 for
these to be counted in this contest.
8. Please note that TerraCycle is not responsible for any biscuit, cracker and
cake wrappers that are lost or delay in the post. Proof of posting is not proof of
receipt.
9. Only one prize containing charity points will be awarded per administrator
throughout the promotion period. The pladis cake bundles can be won by anyone
who sent at least one shipment during the contest period, even if those have
won charity points.
10. Winners of the charity points and the pladis cake bundles will be announced
on, or before, the 1st of March 2019. The pladis cake bundles will be sent out
within two months after the winners have been announced.

11. Winners may be required to participate in some reasonable publicity at no
expense to the Promoter.
12. No alternative prizes in whole or in part will be given to the winners to
replace the TerraCycle points and the pladis cake bundles.
13. By entering the promotion, entrants agree to be bound by, and are deemed
to have read, understood and accepted, these terms and conditions.
14. By signing up to the pladis Biscuits and Snacks Recycling Programme you
are also signing up to our general terms and conditions (please access them
here: http://www.terracycle.co.uk/en-UK/pages/terms-of-use).
15. The Promoter will give one month’s notice on this website of any intention to
cancel or amend this offer.
Promoter: TerraCycle UK, 5 Wadsworth Rd, Perivale, Middlesex, UB6 7JD.

